We report on a study of the epitaxial phase diagram of Co-and Mn-doped Ge͑001͒ magnetic semiconductors. Complementary doping using dopants from different groups of elements can compensate for the effects of lattice strain caused by the doping species. Reducing lattice mismatch with the Ge host has been shown to be the key to stabilizing epitaxial growth and suppressing phase separation at higher doping levels. Applying this approach to other multidopant systems opens new prospects for tailoring highly doped electronic materials.
One of the keys to the science and application of spintronics is our ability to control the electronic and magnetic properties of semiconductors by doping them with magnetic impurities during epitaxial growth. 1, 2 The most desirable spintronic materials are semiconductors with room temperature ferromagnetism, and compatible with Si-based processing. Despite tremendous efforts in the field, particularly in Mn-doped materials, 3, 4 no systems have come close to satisfying all of these conditions. The problem is that doping beyond several percent tends to induce too much epitaxial strain and to promote phase separation, thus making epitaxial growth unstable. The challenge, therefore, is how to stabilize relatively high levels of transition metal dopants required for achieving high temperature ferromagnetism without destroying the semiconductor. Complementary doping with several impurities has long been used to fine tune the electronic properties of semiconductors by adjusting the Fermi level with respect to the impurity levels. 5 However, its effects on structure and phase separation in highly doped materials synthesized from different groups of elements have not been examined systematically. Here we show that by using two transition metal dopants the strain effect in a group-IV element caused by the different species can be compensated for, thus stabilizing epitaxial growth and suppressing phase separation at higher doping levels. This is demonstrated in a Gebased system doped with two commonly used transition metal elements, Co and Mn, where coherent epitaxial growth is stable within a narrow band of relative doping concentrations. Applying this approach to other multidopant systems opens new prospects for tailoring highly doped electronic materials.
The synthesis was carried out using advanced combinatorial molecular beam epitaxy techniques, in which the doping profile across each substrate can be tailored so that properties can be examined as a continuous function of thickness and composition during epitaxial growth. 6 This was accomplished by a combination of precision masks and sample manipulation, and real-time flux control using atomic absorption spectroscopy. Sequential doping of Co and Mn was employed at intervals of 2 Å of Ge, the ''multilayer'' method. The multicomponent nature of the work necessitated this approach. Typical samples are ''binary,'' Co ax Mn bx Ge 1Ϫx , in which the total doping concentration x was varied with the relative concentration a/b being kept constant. Electron beam hearths were used for evaporating Ge and Co, and an effusion cell was used for Mn at a base pressure of 10 Ϫ11 torr. Ge͑001͒ substrates were treated in situ through annealing-deposition cycles in order to produce atomically smooth surfaces for the study. The structural evolution and composition across the sample were examined using real-time scanning reflection high-energy electron diffraction ͑RHEED͒ imaging, and ex situ using microbeam ͑1-50 m͒ x-ray diffraction ͑XRD͒ and x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy ͑XFS͒ with 10-keV incident x rays at XOR beamlines ͑2-BM, 7-ID-C, and 2-ID-E͒ of the Advanced Photon Source. Complementary experiments using in situ scanning probe microscopy ͑SPM͒ and cross-sectional highresolution transmission electron microscopy ͑HRTEM͒ were also carried out.
At a temperature of 250°C and a flux of ϳ0.1 Å/s, the growth of lightly doped Ge͑001͒ is layer by layer, similar to that for pure Ge͑001͒ exhibiting two-dimensional ͑2D͒ RHEED patterns with 2ϫ1 surface reconstructions, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , and RHEED oscillations. This persists up to a doping concentration x, above which a roughening transition occurs. Within a narrow range around the transition, and with vanishing 2D RHEED intensity and increasing peak width, 3D-like features appear ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. At larger x, the RHEED patterns turn completely 3D, exhibiting modulated streaks and suppressed reconstruction patterns, as shown Fig.  1͑c͒ , and, as x increases further, the growth becomes increasingly disordered. Growth at temperatures below 200°C and above 350°C is generally disordered.
The presence of a composition-dependent roughening transition has been confirmed by XRD, SPM, and HRTEM measurements. These results also show that the films in the 2D regime are pseudomorphic, and that the roughening transition is accompanied by lattice relaxation and phase separation. As shown in Fig. 1͑d͒ , the x-ray scattering intensity in the 2D regime ͑black line͒ exhibits rapid oscillations that arise from the interference of the x-ray amplitudes scattered from the atomic layers of the substrate and the film, while the intensity from rough 3D growth ͑gray line͒ loses the simple periodicity.
From these measurements, an epitaxial phase diagram of the system has been determined, as shown in Fig. 1͑e͒ , where the observed transition is shown to depend sensitively on the relative doping concentration. Coherent 2D epitaxial growth occurs within a narrow window of composition ͑gray area͒ around a/bϳ3 ͑solid line͒ up to a combined maximum doping of ϳ14 at. %. It is within this regime where promising Ge magnetic semiconductors were discovered with T C approaching room temperature. 7 The 2D films are stable under post-growth annealing for temperatures up to 600°C, above which phase separation occurs. Outside the 2D regime, films are rough, defective, and inhomogeneous. These observations, particularly the symmetry of the 2D regime in the phase diagram, suggest that lattice mismatch plays an important role. Since the tetrahedral radius of Co is smaller than that of Ge, while the Mn value is larger, 8 doping the two could compensate for the strain effects from each other within a range up to a critical value, as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1͑e͒ .
To explore this, further XRD and XFS experiments have been carried out and analyzed. Samples with special doping profiles like the one shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ were studied in order to separate the effects from the two dopants. As shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ produced by a series of ͓11L͔ x-ray scattering profiles with the diffraction vector L along the growth direction, increasing Co doping causes the intensity oscillations ͑the interference fringes͒ to shift linearly toward higher values of L. In contrast, introducing Mn initiates a linear downward shift in L ͓to the right of dotted line in Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . The fringes disappear sharply at the roughening transition. This is accompanied by enhanced diffused scattering, indicating the onset of disorder. As mentioned above ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒ the period of the oscillations gives a quantitative measure of the film thickness, while their phase along L is related to the strain between the film and substrate.
The diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ have been fitted using a simple kinematical model, 9 in which the number of atomic layers, the average atomic layer spacing, and the Debye-Waller factor were used as the fitting parameters. As shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ , this simple model produces satisfactory results, because the film thickness (1033Ϯ16 Å, determined from the fitting and confirmed by HRTEM͒ is thin enough that the dynamical effects do not pose problems in determining the average strain of the film as a function of Co and Mn doping concentration. From this strain as a function of Co and Mn doping concentrations ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒, has been determined. The result, as shown in Fig. 3 corrected for the tetragonal lattice distortion due to in-plane stress, 10 establishes that within the 2D regime the lattice spacing obeys Vegard's FIG. 1. Epitaxial phase diagram of Co-and Mn-doped Ge͑001͒ films with thicknesses of 1000 Å. Distinct RHEED patterns along the ͓110͔ direction of Ge are shown in ͑a͒ for a 2D surface, ͑b͒ for a mixed 2D and 3D surface, and ͑c͒ for a 3D surface. To enhance the sensitivity for detecting the transition, the specular reflection, as indicated by the gray arrow in ͑a͒, was positioned at the ''antiBragg'' position between Bragg reflections, as indicated by the arrow in ͑c͒. ͑d͒ X-ray diffraction profiles along ͓11L͔ direction through Ge͑113͒ reflection. The peak at Lϭ3 originates from the Ge substrate, while the oscillations are from the film-substrate interference. Black and gray lines correspond to 2D and 3D films, respectively. For clarity they are separated by a decade. ͑e͒ Roughening transition as a function of doping concentration ͑circles͒. The gray area indicates the region of smooth 2D epitaxial growth. The solid line indicates a/bϳ3, where the intrinsic strains due to Co and Mn substitutional doping are fully compensated, while the dashed lines mark the boundary where the strain reaches Ϯ0.07%, as discussed in the text below ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒.
FIG. 2. ͑Color online͒ Composition and diffraction pattern of a
Co-and Mn-doped Ge͑001͒ sample with a thickness of 1000 Å. ͑a͒ Doping concentration of Co ͑blue͒ and Mn ͑red͒ vs the position on the sample as determined by XFS. ͑b͒ XRD intensity vs the reciprocal lattice vector L along the ͓11L͔ direction of Ge ͑vertical axis͒ and the position on the sample ͑horizontal axis͒. The position of the interference fringes for xϽ5 mm shifts linearly in L, centered at the dotted line. The fringes vanish above ϳ5 mm ͓dashed line in ͑a͔͒, indicating the transition to rough disordered growth with enhanced diffused scattering. ͑c͒ The corresponding fits of the XRD intensity using a simple kinematical model for positions Ͻ5 mm ͑Ref. 9͒, above which the behavior can no longer be fitted by a simple model. Instead, the latter was fitted using a more complex model with many parameters, which will be discussed elsewhere. As shown in the color chart ͓above ͑c͔͒, the warmer color corresponds to a higher intensity, and for clarity the intensity is truncated at 10 3 .
law, such that the expansion due to Mn substitutional doping is compensated by the compression due to Co doping with the net strain given by ϭϪ0.015axϩ0.045bx. ͑1͒
Here the two terms on the right hand side correspond to the effects from Co and Mn doping with the respective coefficients determined from XRD. 11 Tetrahedral covalent radii obtained from these values are 1.20 Å for Co and 1.27 Å for Mn using the Ge value of 1.22 Å, in excellent agreement with those from recent studies. 8 Equation ͑1͒ establishes that at a/bϳ3 ͓solid line in Fig.  1͑e͔͒ , the strain is fully compensated for, so the doped film is most stable. Here the transition may depend solely on the intrinsic energetics of phase separation, i.e., a chemical dependency. As a/b deviates from this value, ͉͉ increases and when it reaches a critical value ⌬ ͓dashed lines in Fig. 1͑e͒ with ⌬ϳ0.07%] and beyond, growth becomes unstable, i.e., a strain dependency, and surface roughening, lattice relaxation, and phase separation occur.
The evolution of the roughening transition as a function of film thickness provides a key insight into the underlying processes. As shown in Fig. 4 , transitions near a/bϳ3 ͓along the solid line in Fig. 1͑e͔͒ and those away from it ͓across the dashed lines in Fig. 1͑e͔͒ exhibit qualitatively different thickness dependence with the latter ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ being much sharper than the former ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. It is well known that lattice strain makes pseudomorphic growth unstable, thus giving rise to surface roughness and interfacial dislocations. [12] [13] [14] [15] What is interesting, however, is the apparent coincidence of surface roughening, lattice relaxation, and phase separation. Quantitatively, the thickness at which the transition occurs, h c for strain values of Ͻ0.1% is much too small compared to those observed in similar systems, 16, 17 even smaller than what is predicted by equilibrium theory. [12] [13] [14] [15] Furthermore, the functional form for h c exhibits a 1/(Ϫ 0 ) strain dependence ͓or a 1/(x -x 0 ) composition dependence, as shown in the fits in Fig. 4 with constants 0 and x 0 ] rather than the predicted 1/ ͓also shown in the dashed line in Fig. 4͑b͔͒ . [12] [13] [14] [15] These findings suggest that phase separation in addition to strain may play a dominant role in determining the observed phenomenon.
The presence of a solubility gap that promotes the tendency toward phase separation even in the absence of strain gives rise to a solid mixture energy that may be parametrized by a second order polynomial in concentration x, 18 whose area density is proportional to thickness h. The energy cost for the system to remain in solid solution can be balanced by the energy associated with generation of interfacial defects, which generally depends on x but not on h. [12] [13] [14] [15] The two energies are comparable at h c , where generation of interfacial defects becomes viable and thus homogeneous epitaxial growth becomes unstable. This leads to the functional form described above, with a characteristic cutoff x 0 from the linear term in x in the mixing energy. The presence of strain would further reduce the stability of the epitaxial growth, since the strain energy depends on 2 ͓or x 2 using Eq. ͑1͔͒ and h, but it will not change the functional form. Instead, it will make the concentration dependence of h c sharper, owing to the reduced proportionally constant and x 0 , as shown in Fig. 4 .
While the two-phase parametrization discussed here for the thermodynamics is probably oversimplified, the importance of interfacial defect generation in controlling the observed transition is quite evident. Defect-free pseudomorphic growth, with the lattice strain fully compensated for, resists phase separation, but defective growth and the presence of lattice mismatch would trigger an earlier onset of disorder and inhomogeneity. Fig. 2͑b͒ and corrected for the tetragonal distortion due to the in-plane stress ͑Ref. 10͒. The film thickness determined from the fits is 1033Ϯ16 Å .   FIG. 4 . Evolution of the roughening transition: RHEED intensity as a function of doping concentration and film thickness for samples ͑a͒ Co 0.7x Mn 0.3x Ge 1Ϫx and ͑b͒ Co x Ge 1Ϫx . The 2D and 3D intensities correspond to integrated intensities of the specular reflection at the anti-Bragg position ͓the gray arrow in Fig. 1͑a͔͒ and a nearby Bragg reflection ͓the one to the right of the arrow in Fig.  1͑c͔͒ , respectively. Circles indicate the crossover points in intensity between the 2D and 3D features, and lines correspond to fits using ␣/(x -x 0 ) discussed in the text with respective ␣ and x 0 values for ͑a͒ 10Ϯ2 Å and 7.3Ϯ0.5%, and for ͑b͒ 0.32Ϯ0.04 Å and 3.5 Ϯ0.4. The dashed line in ͑b͒ corresponds to the equilibrium prediction ͑Refs. 12 and 14͒ with the strain values calculated using Eq. ͑1͒, but a corresponding curve for ͑a͒ is out of the plot range.
In summary, the epitaxial phase diagram of Co and Mn doped Ge͑001͒ films has been studied. Complementary doping using dopants from different groups of elements to compensate for the effects of lattice strain has been shown to be the key for stabilizing epitaxial growth at higher doping levels. This approach of complementary doping using known properties can dramatically enhance the search for desirable electronic materials by reducing the number of potential candidates, especially when both lattice and electronic compensations among the doping species are present.
